


The Founders

Anne & Blandine have shaped their experience among the most coveted ateliers 
de couture in Paris.

One is a designer, the other one a pattern maker. They are both are driven by 
the desire to create a benevolent couture house for the bride, an address that 
they share because it brings a real feeling of wellbeing. 

From their encounter in 2015, was born an elegant Maison, made of Anne’s 
refined and graphic inspirations, magnified by Blandine’s incredible savoir-faire. 



Elegance and timelessness are the key words of the Maison founding.
Anne de Lafforest draws her inspiration in the History of Fashion and Haute 
Couture, from the parisian architecture and from the fabrics they choose with 
their partners.

Carefully selected fabrics are honored by impeccable and refined cuts. The 
choice of patterns is carefully made to dress up the models with modernity and 
grace.

The plays of transparency tease, without unveiling the delicacy of the bride. The 
curves are neat, while the cleavages and skirts are tailored to the right fit.
The elegant and relaxed attitude influence the Couture figure of these beautiful 
brides.

The universe



Anne & Blandine are proud to promote the French savoir-faire of couture. 
Each collection is designed in Paris, within the Maison atelier.

Silk fabrics are selected based on their quality, on how they drape beautifully and 
on their delicate fades of “white/ivory”. Imported from Lyon or Italy, their selection 
grants Anne de Lafforest’ creations their unique and precious finishing. 

Attentive over each detail, Anne de Lafforest works with its french partner in the 
development of new fabrics, like this embroidered Organza. The designers decided 
to select an incredibly soft FAIRTRADE, CONFIANCE & ALTER TEXT lining.

Key element of Anne de Lafforest’ style identity, Embroidery is handcrafted with 
precision work, they sublime each model with delicacy. 

The handwork



The clean sheet of each new season fills itself with silk, dentelles and embroidery 
samples, braids…

Then drawings are raising from fabrics and textures, paying tribute to the 
Woman, free and confident. 

Figures are shaped, revisiting trends in the Maison’s style. Anne de Lafforest 
wishes to sew the brides personalities and wishes, with a Couture touch. 

CreaTion



Every year, Anne de Lafforest brings the future brides into a journey of two collection: 
La Mariée and La Civile.

La Mariée collection extends itself with around ten long styles, unveiled during the 
summer. This collection is presented ready to wear and made to measure. 
La Civile collection introduces more relaxed styles. Designed in ready to wear, it is 
available at the showroom and online. The collection usually releases within Winter.

Anne de Lafforest also offers a Privilège deal: A bespoke offer, uniquely designed 
and tailored dress for the bride. The offer consists of a set of meetings with Anne to 
share the vision and wishes for the design. The designer then creates and shapes 
the dress, that will be fully tailored by Blandine and the modelists of the brand’s 
Atelier.

The oFFer



As a moment off the intensive wedding preparation, at the Atelier floats a peaceful 
and calm atmosphere, the brides are hosted with their loved ones with a warm 
attention, they feel “at home”. 

Completely at ease, they can relax and enjoy their fitting, trusting they are well 
cared for. Everything is in place for each bride to be to be listened, guided and 
reassured in her dress choice. 

The showroom - aTelier



The bride for Anne de Lafforest is a modern and aware fashion woman. She will 
favor timeless pieces and chose trendy accessories to complete and reinvent her 
look. Like her dressing room, her wedding dress will combine quality, elegance and 
style. It will bring out the best of her silhouette.

She will enjoy the softness and lightness of her dress, that she will wear all day, 
and will dance with for the rest of the night. The style of her dress will not fade with 
years, as it will harmonize itself with her personality.

She is a liberated and single-minded, always surrounded by loyal allies, her family 
and close friends with whom she prefers to share her coveted desires.  She can 
trust Anne de Lafforest’ team and will appreciate sharing her experience with other 
friends. 

The Bride



There is news this year!

These past two seasons, Anne de Lafforest was mainly focused around the La 
Mariée collection. The Maison will reinforce her Privilège offer in the upcoming 
seasons. 

This year, Anne de Lafforest partnered up with Cymbeline for a first capsule 
collection. The unveil of the said collection took place at the Bridal Fashion week of 
Barcelona in Spring 19. 

news 
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